
Manx Sailing and Cruising Club

Teddy Dunn holds firm at the top

A fresh Nor’Easter seasoned with a little ice cold rain greeted the slightly reduced fleet at Injebreck

on Sunday morning for the first two races of the December Series. The bitter wind swept down the

lake brushing up white horses at the fronts of the gusts which occasionally and unaccountably

switched direction, scooting off to one side or another of the reservoir. Some – not all – of the elder

brethren decided on discretion after observing this for a while but all the younger contenders went

straight to their boats and took the covers off so we were going to have a race.

Many of the dinghies we race nowadays have options on the sails that can be used and this was a day

for the smallest possible amount of rag to put on show. So Andrew Dean in the D Zero was tough

enough to venture out with the smaller ‘Blue Rinse’ mainsail and Teddy Dunn chose the 5 square

metre Aero rig, eschewing the 7 and heaven forbid, the 9 square metre. Peter Cope chose the 7 m2

for his Aero but would he get far enough in front of the well-handicapped (and well sailed) 5? With

the Finn, there is no such choice – it's 10.6 m2 or nothing so in your correspondent’s case the latter.

However the youngest competitors in the Teras, Will Osbourn and Tom Watterson, sailed with the

maximum sized Pro rig. I had never thought that this sail was potentially a bit of a handful for these

little boats but we saw some fine boat handling from these guys as well as the odd upset.

Having wimped out of sailing the Finn, your correspondent was shanghaied into the patrol boat as I

was still unfortunately wearing a drysuit and therefore able to jump into the water at a moment’s

notice if required for a rescue. Astonishingly, neither of the other crew (May Shiu Chan and Claire

Allinson) said they were prepared to do this.

The first capsize was Ralph Kee sailing the Laser with the standard (too big) rig on the way to the start

line. He was up again before the patrol boat could reach him but now all his ropes were wet, cold and

slippery. The rest stayed mostly upright for the start which saw the fleet heading North into the wind

and rounding no 5 mark to starboard before setting off downwind for no 3 by the dam. Peter Cope

led, having crossed the fleet on port at the start but Teddy was close behind. It was the downwind

work that upset the Tera which is prone to digging the bow in, lifting the stern and then with the

rudder out of the water, pirouetting elegantly until upside down and in Will’s case with the

centreboard fallen out of its slot. Will stubbornly recovered from 2 of these while racing and one just

after finishing the second race so props to him. I usually give up after 1 capsize these days. Bob Love

in the other Aero 7 also tripped up once or twice but he carried on to the bitter end too.

Next casualty in Race 1 was Ralph again but this time with a broken pintle. In my experience Lasers

are almost uncontrollable in these conditions with a rudder so without one it was a side tow back to

the dinghy park which Claire and May effected very competently.

In the final reckoning Teddy had the edge on Peter in both races. Tom is in third overall in the

December Series just in front of Andrew with Will, Bob and Ralph completing the roster. The patrol

boat crew enjoyed the event despite the cold and rain and appreciated the thanks from the

competitors. Thanks also to Keith Poole for being the officer of the day again and to our generous

sponsors Watling Streetworks. Full results and photos on the club website and FB.

Jerry Colman


